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Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling

• Modern hardware has:
• Power constraints (battery)
• Thermal constraints

• Thus, it allows the OS to control:
• Voltage
• Frequency

CPU

Voltage Frequency

OS Kernel



DVFS and CLKScrew

• CLKscrew leverages DVFS to 
attack TrustZone on ARM 
processors

[USENIX Sec. 2017]



Challenges: DVFS on ARM and x86

ARM

• Fine-grained frequency and 
voltage control
• Per-core adjustment

• Documented interfaces

Intel x86

• Coarse-grained frequency control
• Pre-defined well-tested frequencies

• Per-processor adjustment
(frequency and voltage shared by 
all cores)
• Undocumented interfaces
• Error detection

(Machine Check Architecture)



x86 Frequency and Voltage Control

Frequency + Voltage

• Multiple automatic systems
• OS can select voltage/frequency 

pair by selecting a P-State
• MSR 0x199 (IA32_PERF_CTL)

Voltage Offset

• Voltage offset for overclocking
• MSR 0x150 (“OC_Mailbox”)

P-State Frequency

0x1b 2.7 GHz

0x1c 2.8 GHz

0x1d 2.9 GHz

0x1e 3.0 GHz

0x1f 3.1 GHz

2.1 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency
Scaling on the x86 platform

The performance and power consumption of processors
depends on frequency and voltage settings. For di�er-
ent software workloads, modern processors incorporate
technologies for Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scal-
ing (DVFS). In this context, processor vendors often
define performance states (P-states), which represent
distinct pairs of voltage level and clock frequency.

On recent Intel processors, DVFS techniques are in-
cluded in its Enhanced Intel Speedstep Technology (EIST).
EIST implements hardware control of P-states and con-
siders workload, sensor measurements, power constraints
as well as software hints when selecting P-states at run
time. For configuration and hints, a software interface
is provided using Model-Specific-Registers (MSR) [26],
which require supervisor privileges. Hardware control
of P-states can be deactivated, for instance, to allow an
operating system driver to manually transition the plat-
form to a di�erent P-state. In Intel’s Software-Developer
Manual [26], a P-state is called a ratio, i.e., an 8-bit
value determining the frequency when multiplied with a
base clock of (typically) 100 Mhz. In this paper, we will
refer to P-states with the hexadecimal representation of
the ratio. For instance, P-state 0x20 (i.e., decimal value
32) represents a frequency of 3200 MHz.

Since the Skylake microarchitecture Intel introduced
Hardware-Controlled Performance States (HWP). HWP
o�ers a more fine-grained interface, i.e., the OS can define
operation ranges for high-performance and energy-saving
phases. In general, P-state definitions are model-specific
as the matching core voltage for a particular frequency
is defined by the hardware and may also be adjusted
dynamically by the voltage regulators of the processor
at run time.

2.2 Overclocking Interfaces
Overclocking is a common operation used to maximize
processor performance on x86 processors. For the en-
thusiast market, manufacturers release custom unlocked
processor models. Paired with a suitable mainboard,
users are able to adjust settings like clock multiplier,
voltage levels and power limits via the interfaces of the
BIOS/UEFI implementation.

As a recent development, Intel has exposed traditional
BIOS features to the operating system to enable real-time
overclocking. For instance, Intel’s Extreme Tuning Util-
ity (XTU) as well as ThrottleStop allow users to adjust
overclocking settings like voltage levels without a reboot
of the system under Microsoft Windows. Reverse engi-
neering has revealed the use of MSR OC Mailbox (0x150)
by these applications. Interestingly, the o�cial documen-
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Figure 1: MSR OC Mailbox (0x150) is used to adjust
voltage levels from software, including applications such
as Intel’s Extreme Tuning Utility (XTU) and Throt-
tleStop.

tation does not disclose this functionality. However, we
find references in drivers [1], presentations [46] and many
mainboard manuals. We assume Intel keeps this func-
tionality undocumented, because voltage manipulation
can easily damage the hardware, and hence, requires
extreme caution when applied from software.

To the best of our knowledge, MSR OC Mail-
box (0x150) has the structure depicted in Figure 1. Bit
[63] is fixed and must be set to 1 in all writes to this
MSR. Bits [42:40] represent a hardware domain which is
addressed by the command in bits [39:32]. The lower 32
bits have a variable structure and contain the command
payload. An important feature of MSR 0x150 is the
ability to modify voltages. For instance, a voltage o�set
can be applied to the base voltage of a P-state. We
found this feature to be available on all recent Intel pro-
cessors. The actual voltage can be changed with 5 mV
granularity. This behavior conforms to voltage regulator
specifications [49], in which the voltages requests from
the processor to the regulator unit are encoded in 5 mV
steps. We verified this experimentally. The available set
of commands appears to be dependent on the microar-
chitecture [46]. An extended description of commands
is provided in Appendix A.

2.3 Intel’s Machine-Check Architecture
Semiconductor manufacturers achieve feature sizes
within single-digit nanometer scales while continuously
decreasing power-consumption per transistor to scale up
performance of the chip. Unfortunately, this also causes
these platforms to be increasingly sensitive to environ-
mental conditions, such as heat and electro-magnetic
radiation. This means that random hardware errors are
expected given su�cient uptime of a running system [35].
For this reason, modern processor hardware features
a set of intricate error-handling mechanisms to detect,
correct, and potentially recover from such situations.
One of these mechanisms is the Machine-Check Archi-
tecture (MCA), which was introduced by Intel starting
with the P5 architecture. MCA continuously monitors
individual hardware elements, such as cores, caches, in-
terconnects and buses, integrated controllers, etc., in
real-time and logs and reports any hardware-level er-
ror conditions to a set of well-defined registers. MCA
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Voltage Fault Analysis

Exploit 
Window

P-State Frequency

0x1b 2.7 GHz

0x1c 2.8 GHz

0x1d 2.9 GHz

0x1e 3.0 GHz

0x1f 3.1 GHz

0x20 3.2 GHz

0x21 3.3 GHz

0x22 3.4 GHz

0x23 3.5 GHz

0x24 3.6 GHz



Step 2: Bit Flip Analysis

0123456789101112131415
Byte in a 128-bit word

7700, c0
7700, c1
7700, c2
7700, c3

7700K, c0
7700K, c1
7700K, c2
7700K, c3
8700K, c0
8700K, c1
8700K, c2
8700K, c3
8700K, c4
8700K, c5
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1021990215
3341499326912975111612

4141189298337249416
129086206427
913153

10100062
3315191516

4999
29991059263

9989989989981000998998998998998998998998998998998
722184816151114772

10001
7499912

16119610449887

1000 bit flips per core



Bit Flip Analysis: Vulnerable Code 
Pattern

[vpxor: vector xor]
[vmovdqu: vector move to memory]

<latexit sha1_base64="B0/oz5UbYQZrPOpEyC5gcp5tJNU=">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</latexit>

1 // vector operation
2 vpxor %xmm1 , %xmm2 , %xmm3
3
4 // data transfer to memory
5 vmovdqu %xmm3 , (%rsp)

<latexit sha1_base64="7HSYZGAP5rEGFMHWtCH9nv1vYPA=">AAADEHicdVLLbtNAFLXNq5hXCks2I6JIRbJSJ1RAFkaV2LAsEmkrJVE0Hl8nQ+bVmXFSY+Un2LOFX2CH2PIH/AGfwdgJouVxN3N87p17zz3jVDFqbBx/94MrV69dv7FzM7x1+87de63d+8dGFprAkEgm9WmKDTAqYGipZXCqNGCeMjhJFy/r/MkStKFSvLGlggnHM0FzSrB11HTXb41TmFFRMWPrcVTM1qNcYw6JcZhBhETBU9chYZDbCFmcGvoOkn6EFlCupM5MUqnCzKOlMoydRUqq6C1X7vNc6mjJ5TI7K9YRqhWuaGbnydMDziPkVFNibMkgGVubY05Z+bvnhk/zSbi/j5ZArNRIKtCN7LDpjTrnnPei5uhvjidhXZ5hi5HVWJgcNLISceBSl+FWy6YyQnsdbdTjcAwiu7j9tNWOu4NB7AL9DXrduIm2t42jaevHOJOk4CAsYdiYUS9WdlJhbSlhsA7HhQGFyQLPYOSgcN6aSdU83Rp1HJOh3G2TS2FRw168UWFuTMlTV8mxnZs/czX5r9yosPnzSUWFKiwIshmUF6y2o/4PUEa1c5WVDmCiqdOKyBxrTKx760tTtsaYdeis+bU/+j847nd7B93B63778MXWpB3voffI2/N63jPv0HvlHXlDj/gr/4P/0f8UvA8+B1+Cr5vSwN/eeeBdiuDbT5Ob+nQ=</latexit>



V0LTpwn Attack Setup
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Our Stressor

1 _loop:
2 push %r10;
3 vpsl lq %xmm3 , %xmm4 , %xmm6
4 vpsl lq %xmm3 , %xmm5 , %xmm7
5 pop %r10;
6 jmp _loop;

<latexit sha1_base64="E6lOif01jIR0IzBhGG6MHgIo4ic=">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</latexit>

[vpsllq: vector left shift]

<latexit sha1_base64="9VXEfgyU+MxVugTNgNSQoanTtDI=">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</latexit>



Attacking OpenSSL’s
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Attacking OpenSSL’s
HMAC Implementation



Intel Responsible Disclosure
& Mitigations

• Reported to Intel in August 2019
• Intel’s mitigation released in December 2019:
• BIOS flag to disable voltage interface
• Microcode update that includes state of that flag in attestation



Concurrent work: Plundervolt



Conclusions

• V0LTpwn: compromise on integrity of x86
processors and SGX
• Fault analysis of multiple processors in

various conditions (more in the paper)
• Up to 99% success rate on real-world code
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Abstract
Fault-injection attacks have been proven in the past to
be a reliable way of bypassing hardware-based security
measures, such as cryptographic hashes, privilege and
access permission enforcement, and trusted execution
environments. However, traditional fault-injection at-
tacks require physical presence, and hence, were often
considered out of scope in many real-world adversary
settings.

In this paper we show this assumption may no longer
be justified on x86. We present V0LTpwn, a novel
hardware-oriented but software-controlled attack that
a�ects the integrity of computation in virtually any ex-
ecution mode on modern x86 processors. To the best
of our knowledge, this represents the first attack on
the integrity of the x86 platform from software. The
key idea behind our attack is to undervolt a physical
core to force non-recoverable hardware faults. Under
a V0LTpwn attack, CPU instructions will continue to
execute with erroneous results and without crashes, al-
lowing for exploitation. In contrast to recently presented
side-channel attacks that leverage vulnerable speculative
execution, V0LTpwn is not limited to information dis-
closure, but allows adversaries to a�ect execution, and
hence, e�ectively breaks the integrity goals of modern
x86 platforms. In our detailed evaluation we success-
fully launch software-based attacks against Intel SGX
enclaves from a privileged process to demonstrate that
a V0LTpwn attack can successfully change the results of
computations within enclave execution across multiple
CPU revisions.

1 Introduction

Modern hardware platforms have a long history that
spans multiple decades. The need to ensure backwards
compatibility and the constant tweaking of existing de-
signs has burdened widely deployed hardware architec-
tures with legacy components that have become highly

complex, and far from flawless. In the recent past, we
have seen how seemingly minor implementation bugs at
the hardware level can have a severe impact on secu-
rity [14]. Attacks such as Meltdown [36], Spectre [33],
Foreshadow [58], and RIDL [62] demonstrate that at-
tackers can exploit these bugs from software to bypass
access permissions and extract secret data.

Furthermore, we have seen that the adverse e�ects
of hardware vulnerabilities are not limited to confiden-
tiality, but can also compromise integrity in principle:
the infamous Rowhammer bug [32] resulted in numer-
ous exploits [6, 24,43,48,50,56,60,63,65] leveraging bit
flips in flawed DRAM modules, which are deployed on
practically all computer systems today. While initial
defenses have been proposed to mitigate Rowhammer
from software [5, 8], fixing Rowhammer bugs ultimately
requires deploying new hardware.

With recent feature sizes shrinking to single-digit
nanometer scale, semiconductor companies face the grow-
ing problem of the so-called dark silicon. At run time
large parts of the chip will have to be left powered-o�,
since the billions of transistors cannot be operated within
the thermal constraints and power budget the platform
was originally designed for. This prevented hardware
designers from leveraging Dennard scaling [17,53]; conse-
quently, manufacturers have moved to more intelligent,
on-demand thermal and voltage control on recent plat-
forms. This means that critical operational aspects of
the processor can now and are increasingly controlled
from software during run time. Unfortunately, this de-
velopment comes with severe consequences for computer
security.

In 2017 Tang et al. [55] showed that the intricacies of
low-level and fine-grained power management on ARM-
based mobile devices open up serious pitfalls, as they
were able to induce faults in the processor of a Nexus 6
smartphone, allowing them to bypass the isolation bound-
ary of TrustZone. So far, a similar scenario was deemed
unlikely on x86-based systems for several reasons: (i) x86-


